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The heart failure epidemic, accelerated by global ageing, is a rampant contributor to worldwide morbidity and mortality, underscoring the escalating burden of non-communicable diseases. In the context of a growing prevalence in ischaemic heart disease, advances in the acute management of myocardial infarction with rapid percutaneous revascularization have reduced premature death but have resulted in a high incidence of chronic heart failure overloading healthcare systems.^[@EHU117C1]^ The malignant nature of the disease associated with poor outcomes reflects a shortcoming of current therapies, largely ineffective against infarction-triggered tissue destruction. Established therapies target afterload reduction and mineralocorticoid dysregulation to limit myocardial remodelling without, however, treating parenchymal loss that underlies disease. Loss of ventricular mass, compounded by maladaptive remodelling, leads to progressive organ deterioration necessitating recurrent hospitalizations and life-extending measures. Yet, left ventricular assist devices or heart transplantation are complex and costly procedures, available to a limited patient population. In the USA alone, ∼2500 heart transplants are performed annually. Due to donor paucity, \>100 000 additional patients are left without hope for such a life-saving intervention. A pressing need thus exists for institution of innovative therapies that would reach beyond existing standards of care.

The emergence of the science-powered regenerative toolkit offers such a prospect, signalling a potential for radical transformation of future practices.^[@EHU117C2]^ Curative options are viewed as being paramount in addressing the evolving patho-demographic landscape. Applied to cardiovascular diseases, regenerative technologies---exemplified by stem cell-based protocols---aim at restoring normative structure and function. By seeking definitive solutions, regenerative approaches are predicted to offer a cost-effective outlook. To this end, translation of a growing body of knowledge underlying repair strategies necessitates deployment of robust regenerative platforms for delivery of quality medical and/or surgical algorithms. Indeed, roll-out of the regenerative model of care predicates a rigorous evidence-supported paradigm that will drive validated science into standardized and scalable clinical options.

Regenerative cardiology principles {#s2}
==================================

The regenerative paradigm exploits new knowledge in disease pathogenesis and natural repair mechanisms. Conceived to halt or reverse disease progression, stem cell therapies are applied essentially as adjuvants to standard of care with the goal of furthering an otherwise limited self-renewal capacity of the human heart. That the adult heart is not a terminally differentiated organ, as traditionally assumed, was recently demonstrated in humans. As part of establishing a comprehensive human regenerative map, the cardiomyocyte turnover rate was estimated at ∼1%/year in young adults and 0.5%/year in the elderly, indicating that around half of the heart mass will be renewed over a person\'s life.^[@EHU117C3]^ In the setting of massive ischaemic injury, this renewal reserve becomes insufficient and thus unable to rescue a failing myocardium. Yet, introduction of exogenous or activation of endogenous progenitor cell pools within the permissive heart environment would offer unprecedented strategies to fortify reparative mechanisms.

Early after infarction, the goal is primarily cardioprotective, i.e. to salvage the jeopardized myocardium and prevent pathological remodelling. At later stages of florid left ventricular dysfunction, the goal becomes cardiorestorative, i.e. to reverse maladaptive remodelling and improve contractility.^[@EHU117C4]^ Beyond the original notion that transplanted cells would serve as building blocks to generate new muscle, novel evidence implicates that the repair process engenders a cross-talk between delivered cells and the host myocardium triggering reparative signalling and a regenerative response. In this regard, multiple processes have been traced, ranging from activation of resident cardiac progenitors and induction of cardiomyocyte division to modification of the tissue niche with an increase in neovascularization and reduction in scar burden. Amplification of the inherent regenerative activity of the heart is thus an attractive strategy for therapeutic cardiac repair deserving methodical exploration.

Clinical experience {#s3}
===================

Supported by pre-clinical studies, translation of regenerative paradigms has been tested in distinct clinical settings using various stem cell platforms.^[@EHU117C5]^ Early emphasis was placed on establishing quality control procedures through standard operating practices for the harvesting, isolation, and expansion of cell populations. Among multiple sources, the accessibility and ease of cell isolation and processing has catalysed reliance on the patient\'s own bone marrow as a renewable option. Bone marrow-derived mononuclear cells, unfractionated or enriched in progenitor subpopulations, have most frequently been used for treatment of acute myocardial infarction. Experience to date underscores a proven feasibility and safety profile, although study endpoints have not always been met and a sustained functional benefit remains uncertain. Case-controlled trials in patients with recent myocardial infarction in fact suggest only modest benefit with regard to recovery of left ventricular ejection fraction beyond standard reperfusion therapy. Variable outcome is further highlighted in the setting of chronic heart failure, where the experience is more limited.^[@EHU117C6]^ The results of the Cardio133 clinical study that uses a selected bone marrow progenitor subpopulation in combination with surgical revascularization are now reported.^[@EHU117C7]^

Conducted in 60 patients as a double-blinded, randomized, placebo-controlled protocol, the Cardio133 study was designed to determine the impact of intramyocardial transplantation of autologous CD133^+^ bone marrow-derived stem cells on left ventricular function in the setting of ischaemic heart failure and coronary artery bypass grafting.^[@EHU117C7]^ CD133 is a transmembrane cell surface receptor available for clinical-grade isolation of a stem cell population, shown to regenerate ischaemic myocardium in pre-clinical models. The Cardio133 study reports localized benefit, with improved myocardial perfusion in more left ventricular segments in the CD133 group than with placebo. Despite possible amelioration in regional perfusion and scar size, no significant effect was documented on global left ventricular function and clinical symptoms.^[@EHU117C7]^

It should be pointed out that in such combination regimens, the confounding impact of coronary artery bypass grafting renders difficult the distinction of a genuine effect ascribed to cell injection. Also, a dose of 5 million CD133^+^ cells was injected according to the Cardio133 study protocol. This may be insufficient, further compounded by a limited retention of cells upon delivery and the prevailing uncertainty of best timing for cell therapy. Importantly, variability in the regenerative potency of progenitor cell function and in the responsiveness of the recipient myocardium has been reported in heart failure, implicating patient age, severity of disease, cardiovascular risk factors, as well as individual genetic variance. The Cardio133 study investigators conclude that cell products with a greater and more predictable potential for cardiac regeneration may be better suited in heart failure therapy.^[@EHU117C7]^

Towards maximizing benefit of cell-based therapy {#s4}
================================================

Trial results across studies undeniably lack uniformity, owing to the current lack of standardization of cell isolation and delivery protocols. Beyond intertrial unevenness, interpatient variability has been recognized, prompting the pursuit of optimization strategies in order to identify adequate cell sources and cell types, stratify and select patients most amenable to cell therapy, target ideal timing of intervention, and define favourable routes and modes of administration.^[@EHU117C8]^

Among optimization modalities under consideration in clinical trials (*Figure [1](#EHU117F1){ref-type="fig"}*),^[@EHU117C9]--[@EHU117C14]^ the principle of conditioning the myocardial environment prior to cell delivery has been introduced. With this goal, the CELLWAVE trial was designed to assess the value of manipulating the target tissue to enhance the therapeutic benefit of stem cell therapy.^[@EHU117C11]^ Specifically to improve stem cell homing, the territory of interest was exposed to extracorporeal shockwave pre-treatment followed by cell infusion. This shockwave-facilitated strategy was associated with functional benefit when compared with cell therapy alone.^[@EHU117C11]^ Figure 1Evolution of stem cell paradigms. Early experience in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases employs stem cells in their native state. This approach has yielded variable outcomes. Increasingly, strategies that would optimize outcome are implemented in clinical trials. These include combination approaches that augment the efficacy of primary therapy; organ conditioning to prepare target tissue for subsequent cell delivery; cell selection to purify the desired cell population; and next-generation approaches including cardiac stem cells and lineage-specified progenitors.

In parallel with habituation schemes, distinct strategies have been proposed including the prospect of anatomically matching the regenerative cell source with the target organ.^[@EHU117C12],[@EHU117C13]^ These approaches leverage the aptitude to derive resident stem cell populations by processing myocardial tissue excised during cardiac surgery or by endovascular biopsy. Resident cardiac stem cells have been evaluated in SCIPIO and CADECEUS trials.^[@EHU117C12],[@EHU117C13]^ The CADECEUS study utilizes the cell cluster cardiosphere approach for derivation and propagation, while SCIPIO implements an antibody-based method to derive a C-kit^+^ population. Both studies reported reduced myocardial scar mass following cell treatment, indicative of therapeutic regeneration, with the SCIPIO trial also reporting improved left ventricular ejection fraction albeit in the setting of coronary artery bypass grafting.^[@EHU117C12],[@EHU117C13]^

Alternatively, the rational design of next-generation cell biotherapeutics has been advanced. As a case in point, orienting non-resident stem cells towards cardiogenesis upgrades their regenerative potential while removing the need for patients to undergo myocardial harvest.^[@EHU117C14]^ To this end, cardiac development traits were induced in bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, establishing the first human scalable lineage-specified cardioreparative phenotype derived without heart tissue harvest. In the ensuing C-CURE clinical trial, patient-derived mesenchymal stem cells were converted into the cardiopoietic phenotype through priming with a cardiogenic growth factor-containing cocktail.^[@EHU117C14]^ The C-CURE trial demonstrated feasibility and safety of bone marrow-derived cardiopoietic stem cell therapy. This study also documented improvement in left ventricular ejection fraction compared with standard of care, with a decrease in left systolic end-systolic volumes and increase in 6 min walking distance.^[@EHU117C14]^ Next-generation stem cell technologies highlight continuous advances in regenerative science, progressively translated into phase III therapeutic protocols (e.g. CHART-1 trial ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01768702) designed to validate benefit definitively in larger cohorts of patients with chronic heart failure.

In due course, the objectivity of comparative effectiveness outcome analysis^[@EHU117C15]^ with the aim to inform practice, improve care, and influence costs applied across regenerative platforms will serve as the foundation for future evidence-based standard of care.
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